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Abstract
JavaScript is a programming language originally developed for
client-side scripting in Web browsers; its use evolved from simple
scripts to complex Web applications. It has also found use in mobile
applications, server-side network programming, and databases.

A number of semantics were developed for the JavaScript lan-
guage. We are specifically interested in two of them: JSCert and
�JS. In order to increase our confidence that the two semantics cor-
rectly model JavaScript, we try to relate them formally using Coq.
The size and complexity of the two semantics makes this a complex
problem with many obstacles to be overcome.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.1 [Programming Lan-
guages]: Formal Definitions and Theory

Keywords Coq, JavaScript, ECMAScript, mechanized semantics

1. Introduction
The JavaScript language is standardized by ECMA under the name
ECMAScript. Several versions of the standard now exist, the lat-
est two being ECMAScript 5.1 (ES5, released in 2011) and EC-
MAScript 6 (ES6, released in 2015). Its role is to make portability
between different JavaScript implementations possible by specify-
ing the intended behavior of the various language constructs and
built-in functions of JavaScript. The specification also makes it pos-
sible to develop formal semantics for the language, which can then
be used for, e.g., developing static analysis tools.

One such semantics is JSCert [1], which has the goal of formal-
izing the ECMAScript (version 5.1) specification in the form of a
pretty-big-step semantics [2] expressed in the form of a Coq induc-
tive predicate. It aims to be as close to the (informal English) spec-
ification as possible by maintaining close correspondence between
the evaluation rules and steps in the ES5 pseudocode. The project
also includes JSRef, a reference interpreter for JavaScript written
in Coq and proven correct with respect to JSCert. The interpreter
is also tested using the official ECMA test suite, test262. Thanks to
the correctness proof, testing of JSRef increases the confidence we
can have that JSCert correctly models ES5.

Another semantics we are interested in is �JS. It aims to cap-
ture the semantics of JavaScript by defining a simple core lan-
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guage (based on the untyped call-by-value lambda calculus), and
then transforming (or “desugaring”) the full JavaScript language
into this simple core. The �JS semantics was originally developed
to model the ECMAScript 3 specification [3], and it was later re-
vised [5] to handle ECMAScript 5.1 features1. The interpreter for
the core language and the JavaScript-to-core transformation were
developed using OCaml2; the interpreter was tested using the offi-
cial test262 test suite. The �JS semantics could be useful for tool
developers, as it allows the tools to analyze JavaScript programs by
working on the simple core language of �JS, having all the com-
plexities of JavaScript handled in the desugared code. It was al-
ready successfully used to verify AdSafe.

We believe is worthwhile to formally relate the two semantics.
One reason is, because the two semantics use a different approach,
relating them will increase the confidence we can place in both
of them, and is likely to find inconsistencies or other problems.
Another reason is that having �JS formalized and certified (by
proving correctness with respects to JSCert) enables development
of certified analysis tools using �JS as the core.

This is easier said than done. The task is very complex, mostly
due to the complexities of the JavaScript language. The ES5 spec-
ification, upon which JSCert and �JS are based, is 258 pages long
and has 16 chapters. The JSCert pretty-big-step semantics, which
models the specification, has over 900 rules; the entire Coq source
code for the semantics has over 10000 lines. The �JS environment
file, which contains the ECMAScript algorithms expressed in core
�JS code, is almost 5000 lines long.

To reduce the complexity of the task, we are currently working
only on proving �JS correct with respect to JSCert, i.e., that if
the �JS program successfully terminates, then its result matches
the result given by JSCert. We are also restricting our attention
to ECMAScript strict mode, proving the correctness of non-strict
features only when it is convenient.

We were able to prove correctness of a large part of the
JavaScript semantics, including function calls, lexical environment
handling, and most operations involving objects. The work is still
in progress to prove the remaining parts, which include integer
operations, the defineOwnProperty method, and elements of the
standard library.

The development is publicly available and can be downloaded
from GitHub:

https://github.com/tilk/LambdaCert

2. Formalization of �JS
For the purpose of relating the two semantics, we first developed a
formalization of the �JS core language. This was necessary because

1 The authors named the revised language S5; however, we continue to name
it �JS for simplicity.
2 https://github.com/brownplt/LambdaS5
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no such formalization existed previously; a formalization of the
original, ES3-based �JS was available3, but the two versions of �JS
differ too much for this to be useful.

We decided to formalize the �JS core using a pretty-big-step
semantics, as in JSCert, to make the job of relating the two seman-
tics easier. We have also developed an interpreter for �JS, which
we proved sound and complete with respect to the pretty-big-step
semantics. The proof script was developed using domain-specific
tactics, which made it simple and robust.

At this stage we stumbled upon an interesting performance issue
involving the Coq proof assistant. The proof of completeness re-
quired inverting the pretty-big-step semantics judgment; this turned
out to be very slow, and also generated large proof terms, which in-
creased the memory footprint. The problem is well-known [4]; our
solution involved precomputing the required inversion principles
using Derive Inversion, and using the precomputed inversion
principles to create a specialized inversion tactic.

We have also implemented in Coq the other two crucial com-
ponents of the �JS semantics: the desugaring function and the envi-
ronment. The desugaring was implemented as Coq functions, tak-
ing JavaScript statements and expressions (as defined in JSCert) to
�JS expressions. The environment, which implements the complex-
ities of the JavaScript semantics in �JS code, was translated from
�JS syntax to Coq definitions with the help of an OCaml parser and
our interpreter. The resulting Coq file is over 15000 lines long and
takes almost a megabyte of disk space!

3. Correctness proof for �JS desugaring
In order to establish correctness, it was first needed to create a
set of predicates specifying the relationship between JavaScript
and �JS language features. As �JS was designed to implement
JavaScript, the relationship is fairly simple and natural. One place
where the two languages differ is the object heap, which is used
in �JS to implement several JavaScript language features, including
the JavaScript lexical environment. To manage this, we use a bisim-
ulation relation, which relates JavaScript objects and environment
records to �JS objects.

For the proof, we also need to keep track of certain invariants,
which state that, e.g., the JavaScript objects and their �JS repre-
sentations are correctly formed. The invariants are split into two
relations, where one involves the evaluation contexts, and the other
– the heaps. Both of these involve the bisimulation relation, but the
context invariant uses it only positively. As the bisimulation rela-
tion only grows during the evaluation (as new objects are created),
this makes it possible to keep the proofs simple.

The correctness proof is structured using well-founded induc-
tion on the depth of the �JS pretty-big-step semantics derivation.
This grants a lot of freedom in structuring the proof, which is im-
portant because of certain structural differences between JSCert
and �JS, which involve, e.g., handling of ES5 references. We use
three kinds of induction hypotheses: for JavaScript statements, ex-
pressions and function calls. The separate induction hypothesis for
function calls was required because of the complexity of calling
functions in JavaScript, and also because function calls can hap-
pen in many possible places in JavaScript, including every object
to primitive conversion.

We prove many lemmas about the different language constructs
of JavaScript, including the internal “specification functions” (e.g.,
type conversions, operations on objects and environment records,
etc.). Typically, the proof for a lemma consists of a series of for-
ward reasoning steps and case analyses, and ends with construct-
ing a JSCert semantics derivation and proving that the invariants
were preserved. The forward reasoning is largely automated using

3 https://github.com/brownplt/LambdaJS

domain-specific tactics; the JSCert derivation is constructed using
the eauto tactic with a specialized hint database (nocore is used to
avoid using the standard hints coming from Coq and Charguéraud’s
TLC library4, which is used both by JSCert and our development).

4. Conclusion
In the course of our work, we found numerous cases where �JS
did not faithfully follow the ES5 specification5. Some of these
issues were serious enough that far-reaching changes in the �JS
environment were needed to solve them. Interestingly, no serious
issues in JSCert were found, which strengthens our confidence that
it accurately models the ES5 specification.

While proving the correctness of while loops, we found an inter-
esting inconsistency between the ES5 specification and the behav-
ior of the two most popular JavaScript implementations, Google’s
V5 and Mozilla’s SpiderMonkey. The discovery of the inconsis-
tency, which involves exceptions and statement result values, re-
sulted in a correction being made in the official ES6 specification6.

The proof scripts we developed are very taxing for the Coq
proof assistant – the compilation of the whole development requires
several gigabytes of RAM memory, and takes several hours to
compile, even though efforts were made to optimize it. We are still
looking for a solution for the performance issues.

The development is still not complete, but it already includes
most of the important core features of the JavaScript language. We
are looking forward to receiving feedback from the community.
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